


The specially shaped stainless steel trailing shoes and special rubber boots comb the plants 

sideways and the slurry is brought directly to the ground underneath the leaves. Soiling 

of the leaves is avoided. Thus, the cattle’s feed consumption is improved and the fertilizer 

is absorbed by the plants in the best possible way. After slurry distribution, evaporation is 

minimised through plant covering.  

The optimum method of fertilization for 
grassland, corn and arable land. 

Hoses turn up to 180° to prevent remaining slurry leaking out.

Fitted with hardened stainless steel trailing 

shoes and special rubber outlets to prevent 

and minimise blockages. Minimum surface 

damage occurs with the trailing shoe.

Given the sprung suspension, the sliding 

shoes adjust to the ground in the best possi-

ble way. Only little tractive force is neededThe 

trailing shoe uses an ExaCut distributor with 

incorporated spring loaded self sharpening 

hardened knives. Any foreign materials such 

as stones etc. are collected within the stone 

trap which is fitted as standard. 

Dimensions and designs mentioned are entirely without any obligation whatsoever and
are subject to alternations at any time without prior notice

Features of the Greenstar-Flex:

- Hoses turn up to 180° to prevent remaining slurry leaking out during transport. - 

- Depth and ground pressure are automatically adjusted. 

- Easy fold-up for transport.  

- Very simple but strong construction. 

- Light, total weight. 

- The trailing shoe can be mounted universally on all tanks. No special lifting   

  device is necessary.

                    Simple, compact and solid construction                                                  Easy mounting                                  Remote Control

Greenstar-Flex
       Trailing Shoe
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Patent Pending



Greenstar-Multi
        Trailing Shoe
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Features of the Greenstar-Multi:

- Hoses turn up to 180° to prevent remaining slurry leaking out during transport. 

- Optimal contact pressure of the trailing shoes on the ground. 

- Optimal level adjustment of the trailing Shoes to the soil surface. 

- Easy folding mechanism along the vehicle in the transport position. 

- Solid Construction in a professional design. 

- Light, total weight. 

- An easy installation is also possible without a lifting device.  

- The folding mechanism is designed so that the hoses will.   

  not be kinked in the transport position when being turned up. 

- Driving speed up to 20 km/h.

Special positioning of a massive articulated joint and 

optimal installation of the supply hose  guarantees that 

the supply hose cannot kink. A partial width control 

(right / left) is available as an option.

The combination of an integrated levelling system and in-

dividually spring-loaded trailing shoes provide an optimum 

adjustment to the most difficult terrain. The required pull-

ing power remains low, despite the large working width. 

Two ExaCut distributors with integrated cutter and debris 

separator provides a precise distribution of the manure. 

Hydraulic suspension system
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Dimensions and designs mentioned are entirely without any obligation whatsoever and
are subject to alternations at any time without prior notice
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Hose distance

No. of outlets
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     Simflex
       Trailing Shoe

Features of the Greenstar-Simflex:
- Hoses turn up to 180° to prevent remaining slurry leaking out during transport. 

- Optimal contact pressure of the trailing shoes on the ground 

- Optimal level adjustment of the trailing Shoes to the soil surface 

- Easy folding mechanism along the vehicle in the transport position 

- Solid Construction in a professional design 

- Light, total weight 

- An easy installation is also possible without a lifting device  

- The folding mechanism is designed so that the hoses will not be kinked in the 

  transport position when being turned up 

- Driving speed up to 20 km/h 

Advantages:
- Light total weight 

- No moving hoses 

- Weight of the machine on the axles during   

  transport! 

- Mounting with 3 - 4 point linkage or bolted on. 

- Integrated sprung suspension 

- Integrated transportation locking system 

- Suitable for tankers with diameter max. 2.00 mtr. 

- Cylinder with braking system for high speed folding 

- Hoses turn up to 180° to prevent remaining slurry   

   leaking out during transport 

Simple universal mounting

Headland                                                                                                  Transport

The combination of an integrated levelling system and 

individually spring-loaded trailing shoes provide an optimum 

adjustment to the most difficult terrain. The required pull-

ing power remains low, despite the large working width. An 

ExaCut distributor with integrated cutter and debris  separator 

provides a precise distribution of the manure.
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     9 m                      2.55 m                    825 kg          22 cm                 40

10.5 m                      2.55 m                    875 kg          22 cm                 48

Dimensions and designs mentioned are entirely without any obligation whatsoever and
are subject to alternations at any time without prior notice

  Working         Transport              Weight     Hose        No. of
  width              width                                      distance   outlets

Patent Pending
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Disc InjectorGreenstar-Alpin
Trailing Hose

- Compact transport position. 

- Perfect distribution even at extreme hillside locations. 

- Reduction in nitrogen losses. 

- Reduction of odours during and after the application. 

- Insensitive to wind effects. 

- Reduce feed contamination. 

- Spreading operations are possible several times. 

- Increase of your yield. 

- Option to combine with wide spreaders on this machine. 

Features of Greenstar-Alpin

- Very low maintenance due to few wearing parts.  

- Three-point Cat 2 is standard. 

- Sturdy yet lightweight construction. 

- Good hose guide. 

- Impact protection as standard. 

- ExaCut distributor with debris separator. 
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Features of the disc  injector

- Very light total weight.   

- Light and solid design with low maintenance. 

- Optimal adjustment to the soil through individual   

  suspended discs. 

- Specific fertilization through special rubber outlets. 

- Track following discs even in u-turns. 

- High performance Vogelsang distributor with 50 mm outlets. 

- Integrated slurry leakage prevention system therefore.   

  no pollution during transportation

- Maintenance free, full covered and sealed bearings. 

With this technique the fertilizer is absorbed by the plants in 

the best possible way. Soiling of the leaves is avoided. Thus, the 

cattle’s feed consumption is improved and after slurry 

distribution, evaporation is minimised through plant covering. 

 
      
    9 m                            2.95 m                    570 kg          30 cm                 30             Ø 40 mm              

12 m                            2.95 m                    660 kg          30 cm                 40             Ø 40 mm              
7.20 m                           2.60 m                1150 kg                20 cm                               36

                                                                                

 

4.80 m                           2.60 m                 850 kg                 20 cm                               24

6.40 m                           2.60 m                1050 kg                20 cm                               32

               CORN                                      GRASS                                     FIELD              GETREIDE                                 GRASS                    

            3 point leveling system                                                  Hydraulic operated

                              Wheel support                         Slurry leakage preventing system

Dimensions and designs mentioned are entirely without any obligation whatsoever and
are subject to alternations at any time without prior notice

Patent Pending

Working width   Transport width        Weight       Hose       No. of outlets   Hose size
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Working width   Transport width       Weight            Disc distance              No. of discs
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Assembly workshop

Production

Dimensions and designs mentioned are entirely without any obligation whatsoever and
are subject to alternations at any time without prior notice




